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This document prepared by the late Mr Allan Archer, which has June 2002 on its cover sheet, 

was obtained through a Freedom of Information (FOI) application made after the 

Ombudsman’s Report had been tabled in the Legislative Council on 2 July 2014. The report 

referred to ‘actuarial worksheets’ of which SA Superannuants, Richard Vear and Barry Foster 

had been unable to obtain copies and which they had suggested might be non-existent. The 

Ombudsman reported that copies of the worksheets had been shown to him by a witness who 

had described them as worksheets that had been included in a package of materials provided 

to the treasurer in June 2002 to assist him with his decision about EISS rules. However, the 

Ombudsman did not retain a copy of these ‘actuarial worksheets’ and did not provide any 

detail of the contents in his report.  
 
On page 1 in its introduction this document makes clear that the changes to EISS rules had to 

meet two constraints not just the one constraint that member after-tax benefits must not be 

reduced. The additional constraint was that reductions could not be so high that they reduced  

employer costs.          
 
On its page 23 the document is dated 5 September 2002 and so cannot have been provided to 

the Treasurer in June 2002.  It is clearly a document prepared after June 2002.    
 
On page 5 in the first paragraph under the heading ‘Maximum Practical Benefit Reductions’ 

it is stated that the maximum taxation reductions to benefits that could be made without any 

member suffering a reduction to his/her benefit have been outlined. This paragraph includes 

the statement that there is a later section demonstrating that these maximum reductions to 

benefits are required to prevent employer costs increasing. However, there is nothing in the 

document that demonstrates this for pensions.  
 
In the second paragraph on page 5 it is stated that the approach to benefit reductions differs 

according to four different categories of benefit. The categories listed are- a lump sum rolled 

over to another fund; a lump sum paid in cash; a pension transferred to the state scheme; a 

pension paid from the scheme. It is then stated that these cases are considered separately 

below but there is nothing in the document about the taxation reductions that were to be made 

to pensions. 
 
This document therefore resembles the June 27, 2002 Explanatory Memorandum, also 

produced by the late Mr Allan Archer, in that it implies coverage of taxation reductions to 

pensions but contains nothing specific about this class of benefit.  Both of Mr Archer’s 

documents acknowledge that the rules inserted by the Treasurer were not permitted to reduce 

benefits to an extent that reduced employer costs but neither document contains anything 

substantial to support his claims that employer costs for pensions would not be reduced by 

the method he recommended for the reduction of pensions .     
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